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BEST, NEW LIGHTING IN THE VALLEY
A Delightful Symphony

Divine Detail Artfully Orchestrated Defines a New Spanish-Style Home
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Clay Scrivner designed this deeply recessed circular window with a raised starburst pattern and the iron sconce, which features curlicues.
As a young boy, Clay Scrivner took a grade-school field trip to Mission San Francisco Solano in Sonoma, California. There he discovered Old World architecture—and his life's calling. "It was fascinated with the history," the residential designer says. "Spanish architecture became a personal passion."

Now based in Scottsdale, Scrivner brings this passion to life in beautiful homes, like the one featured here. With its multiple courtyards, intricately tiled fountains, deeply recessed door and window openings, white plaster walls and clay tile roof, the residence is pure Spanish in its design origins.

But Scrivner's homes are not copy-cat renditions by any means. While his work is based on history, it also has a unique grace that is fresh and appealing. Scrivner calls it "quiet architecture." Designs show restraint and offer a pleasing and elegantly composed simplicity. Details abound yet nothing is overdone. Each element plays its part in creating a delightful symphony of light, shadow, form, scale, and balance.

The integration of every detail is a trademark of Scrivner's designs. He often draws every doorway, fireplace, light fixture, tile element, flooring pattern, gate, water feature and more by hand before it's put into technical form.

"My brain is always actively designing something," says Scrivner. "I get ideas in the middle of the night and have to get up to sketch them."

An example of this pursuit of perfection is the home's focal-point entry fountain. Scrivner designed and custom colored the decorative tiles—

Clay is a rare Renaissance man who uses his insightful, soulful talent to craft homes that realize his clients' dreams.

—Dan Madison, builder
Scriber adopted iconic elements of Spanish Colonial architecture for this Phoenix home, including white stucco walls, red-tiled roofs and wrought iron embellishments.
some of which are three-dimensional—and configured their use for the elaborate star pattern of the basin so they could be installed without needing to be cut.

Praise-worthy features of interior spaces include arched openings that change shape throughout the house; marble flooring laid in a Moorish star pattern in the master vestibule; a bi-level dining room with a catwalk that opens to a terrace; and a series of wide-arched openings that begins in the foyer, extends to a sliding glass door in the living room and is repeated on the covered porch beyond. This particular project was a close collaboration between a talented team consisting of builder Dan Madison, interior designer Pat Vester, landscape architect Russ Greer and the homeowners. All have high praise for Scrivner.

"In this age of buildinginstant homes, Clay is a rare Renaissance man who uses his insightful, soulful talent to craft homes that realize his clients'
dreams," says Madison. "As a part of Clay's team on many projects, I have personally enjoyed his talent in designing timeless homes that have integrity and character and that speak to the heart and shared values of the homeowners."

The lady of the house agrees with that statement, adding, "Clay's design exceeded our expectations in every way. He is an absolute design powerhouse." Creating beautiful, functional structures is yet another form of art for Scrivner, a self-described country boy who also writes music, sings and plays several stringed instruments.

"The creativity is always going," he says with an infectious twinkle in his eye. "I never stop. To me, work and play are synonymous."

A graceful arch tops a niche in the master bedroom. The soft gray, white and taupe palette is in keeping with the quiet elegance of the home's architecture.

In the master bathroom, a masterfully crafted set of doors features quarter-round arches that meet in a corner. One door opens to the homeowner's closet; the other to a commode.
CLAY SCRIVNER
Masters of the Southwest 2015 Award Winner

Residential designer Clay Scrivner has been in training for this award from Phoenix Home & Garden since childhood. “I knew what I wanted to do from the second grade,” he says, adding that he worked in the field of architecture all through high school. After attending Arizona State University, he joined Linderoth Associates in Scottsdale. He launched his own company, Scrivner Design Group, in 1995. While Clay specializes in boutique, resort-like homes, he also designs residential communities. He has done consulting work in China and Europe and appears as a regular guest on the “Home Hunter” TV show on ABC-15.

We love and admire Clay’s work because it is a seamless vision. Our favorite examples, of which there are many, are carefully conceived, designed and executed with care and skill. Yet, they are understated and elegant. Nothing extra is added; nothing essential is forgotten. Clay successfully blends historic reference with improvisation. This works well in the Southwest where the climate and terrain marry well with certain traditional architecture, yet demand the use of contemporary, weather-resistant building materials and techniques.

And, perhaps, most importantly, Clay keeps his clients foremost in mind. His homes are humanly scaled and are unique to each homeowner. “I find joy in making clients happy,” he says. “I am grateful and thankful that they put their faith in me. It’s an absolute trust in my creativity; my discernment. That means the world to me.”

Congratulations, Clay!

— THE EDITORS
My brain is always actively designing something. I get ideas in the middle of the night and have to get up to sketch them.

— Clay Scriemer, residential designer